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Welcome from the President: Theodore (Ted) Allen 

My name is Theodore (Ted) Allen and I am the 2018-

19 president of the social media analytics section.  

The section exists largely to promote its members 

with accolades, ideas, and inspiration. Former 

students who were finalists in the student best paper 

competition are now faculty at prestigious 

universities (including Nathan Kallus, Vilma Todri, 

and others). Also, some of us have been connected 

through the section with grants and publication 

possibilities (e.g., the special issue engineered by past 

president Chris Smith of Decision Analysis this year).  

 

Please put attendance in the business meeting on your conference itinerary and bring a journal 

editor. We will have free food and group interactions. If you have an idea for an INFORMS 2018 

(Phoenix) session or presentation, please enter your idea through our google doc:  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lMbqBo158q_A_ty7QtJC8U8sxns8O5oeNqLKWN5lY

WE/edit#gid=0. 

 

If you have ideas for a section initiative or are interested in a leadership position, please reach 

out to Michel Ballings (michel.ballings@utk.edu), Chris Smith, or me (allen.515@osu.edu). We 

value enthusiasm and hard work including our new officers (see page 2). Also, please continue to 

participate in the great sessions (e.g., the exciting work of Tauhid Zaman of MIT). As social 

media reaches more issues and becomes involved in more decision problems, the opportunities 

for informs analysts will continue to increase. Exploring opportunities for engineering decision 

support will likely be of increasing interest. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lMbqBo158q_A_ty7QtJC8U8sxns8O5oeNqLKWN5lYWE/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lMbqBo158q_A_ty7QtJC8U8sxns8O5oeNqLKWN5lYWE/edit#gid=0
mailto:michel.ballings@utk.edu
mailto:allen.515@osu.edu
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Vision for the Future: V.P. Pres. Elect Michel Ballings 

I am excited to begin my two-year term as president elect and then my two-year term as 

president of the SMA section. At the end of my term my goal is to have an increased 

membership base. The underlying strategy to accomplish that, is to provide new incentives and 

value to potential and current members by (1) generating more visibility for members and 

highlighting their research through the SMA-INFORMS website, (2) providing grants to young 

scholars (and attracting the funding to do that), (3) editing a special issue and creating 

publication opportunities, (4) increasing networking opportunities and strengthening our 

community, (5) building connections with companies to generate research opportunities, and (6) 

creating new awards to recognize contributions to the field. The president, Ted Allen, and I will 

be reaching out to you soon about several of these initiatives. In the meantime, please send any 

suggestions and questions to mb@utk.edu. 

 

2018-2019 Leadership Team 

Les Servi - Section Founder, The MITRE Corporation 

Chris Smith - Past President, Air Force Institute of Technology 

Theodore T. Allen - President, The Ohio State University 

Michel Ballings - VP/President Elect, University of Tennessee (newly elected) 

Juheng (Julie) Zhang - Secretary Treasurer, University of Massachusetts (Lowell, newly elected) 

 
Council 

Ashlea Bennett Milburn, University of Arkansas (newly elected) 

Doug Samuelson, USArmy (newly elected) 

Tauhid Zaman, MIT (newly elected) 

Pashuram Hotkar, University of Texas (Austin, newly elected) 

Alexander Nikolaer, University of Buffalo (newly elected) 

Ali Hojjat, University of New Hampshire (newly elected) 

Comment on Publications: Alexander Nikolaer 

A typical social media research study involves a mixture of social network analysis, social 

behavior modeling and text processing. Therefore, a sensible approach to picking a journal to 

target lies in assessing which methodological toolbox is being mainly relied on and/or developed 

in a given study, and also, what practical insights the study draws. 

  

For social-network focused investigations, the top journals today are (in my opinion) Social 

Networks and Network Science. Note that the latter is a recent addition, just as a number of other, 

lower-profile but up-and-coming, journals that include Computational Social Networks, Social 

Network Analysis and Mining, and IEEE Transactions on Computational Social Systems. 

Research studies that focus on text analysis while also making advances in the theory of natural 

language processing can be considered for publication in Computational Linguistics or IEEE 

Computational Intelligence Magazine.  

  

mailto:mb@utk.edu
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Independently of the methodological or applied focus, fundamental scientific contributions 

informed by social media data can find home in Management Science, Operations Research, 

OMEGA, Journal of Machine Learning Research, IEEE Transactions on Knowledge Discovery 

from Data, as well as Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, Scientific Reports or 

Nature Communications. Other quality options include Computers and OR, Computational 

Optimization and Applications, and PLOS ONE. 

  

Manuscripts highlighting policy-making and online human behavior-related findings can fit the 

scope of a range of application-specific publication outlets. The journals that especially welcome 

social media-informed work include Socio-Economic Planning Sciences, Journal of Medical 

Internet Research, New Media and Society, World Wide Web, ACM Transactions on the Web, 

and Social Media + Society. There are also multiple highly impactful journals devoted to “e-

commerce”, “information systems” and “communications” that have these respective words in 

their titles: e.g., International Journal of Electronic Commerce, Information Systems Research, 

and Journal of Communication. 

  

Authors should also be encouraged to regularly check for any special issue announcements, as it 

is a common way for well-established journals, otherwise not focused on social media research, 

to test the waters. 

Student Paper Competition Winners 

Parshuram Hotkar, University of Texas (Austin) – Winner (pictured left with Michel Ballings) 

Zhenhuan Sui, The Ohio State University – Runner Up (pictured right with Michel Ballings) 

Anna Lukkarinen, Aalto University – Finalist 

Abhinav Maurya, Carnegie Mellon – Finalist 
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Best Student Paper Competition: Juheng (Julie) Zhang 

The Social Media Analytics Section of INFORMS announces the 2018 Best Student Paper 

Award to recognize excellence among its student members. Four finalists for the Best Student 

Paper Award will be selected to make presentations at the INFORMS Annual Meeting in 

Phoenix, AZ. The winner will be announced at the Social Media Analytics business meeting later 

at the conference. First prize is $200, and all finalists will receive an award certificate and three 

years free Social Media Analytics membership.   

 

The broad criteria for selecting the recipient of the Social Media Analytics Best Student Paper 

Award are:  

 

(a) Academic significance (originality, depth, and completeness of the work and potential impact 

on future research);  

(b) Engineering or business relevance (importance of the problem and its impact on engineering 

or business practice).  

 

Eligibility Requirements and Application Process:  

 

• Award nominees must be a student member of the Social Media Analytics Section.  

• The paper must be in the field of Social Media Analytics.  

• The student must be the main author. Moreover, a formal, signed statement by the student's 

advisor should be submitted along with the paper affirming that the majority of the original 

results presented in the paper are due to the student rather than the advisor or other 

collaborators involved in the work.  

• The paper must be completed during the student’s undergraduate or graduate studies.   

• Previous finalists who wish to compete again should submit an entirely different paper.   

• The student must present the paper at a special session at the annual INFORMS conference.   

 

Finalists may not be announced until other INFORMS sessions are already organized. Thus, 

papers considered for this competition may be simultaneously submitted to other sessions at the 

INFORMS conference. If a finalist is scheduled to present in another session, then they will 

present the paper twice: once in the Social Media Analytics Best Student Paper Competition 

session and once in their previously scheduled session.  

 

• The Social Media Analytics Section does NOT own copyrights of the paper. Yet, the paper 

must be available to the Social Media Analytics Section to be posted on their web page.  

• Submitted Paper Format: The paper should be single-spaced, with two columns in 10-point 

Times Roman or Times New Roman typeface. Margins should be one inch or more. Papers 

should begin with a 50-word abstract.  

• The submission deadline is August 15. Submissions and inquiries can be directed to Julie 

Zhang at juheng_zhang@uml.edu.  Please include the phrase #SMABSPA in the email 

subject. 

  

mailto:juheng_zhang@uml.edu
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Farewell from our Founder: Les Servi  

It is with great pleasure to see the early fruition of the idea that INFORMS members could 

leverage their diversity of skills and the INFORMS subdivision structure was adaptive enough 

for our community to pivot toward a clearly important new domain, Social Media Analytics.  

What I couldn’t anticipate was the level of energy and ideas by many to enable our number of 

sections to grow from 4 to 25 sessions at the national meetings so quickly, for a student 

competition tradition to be established, and to now see our first newsletter launched.  The 

strength of our new section will continue to lie with our members continued passion for the area, 

excellence in their work, and the wisdom and generosity of time of those who help lead it.  While 

I am formally rotating off our Council I will continue to try to help accelerate our section to even 

higher achievement more from a distance as our new leaders push our Section forward. 

Joining the Section (Thank you to Members) 

The link to join our section or others is now: https://www.informs.org/About-

INFORMS/Member-Benefits/Join-INFORMS-and-or-INFORMS-Communities. 

https://www.informs.org/About-INFORMS/Member-Benefits/Join-INFORMS-and-or-INFORMS-Communities
https://www.informs.org/About-INFORMS/Member-Benefits/Join-INFORMS-and-or-INFORMS-Communities

